Handouts of slides and other handouts
Intro
Finding data is an opportunity to network with other GISers whether in
Montana or elsewhere.
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Finding data in the context of how data is created
Issues and Assessing Data we’ll discuss in greater detail
We’ll look at some web resources
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Starting from the most expensive
1 GPS, satellite/aerial imagery
2 Digitizing
3 Existing Digital Data
-What’s on this map? (referring to the background image)
5—Framework Data examples: Roads, streams, boundaries, elevation, water
bodies, background imagery like air photos and digital topographic maps, land
cover/land use (what’s the pink?). In Montana, Framework data is referred to
as “Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure” or MSDI
5--Thematic Data examples: points showing wildlife/auto collisions, location of
abandoned mines, polygons showing pollution at superfund site (basically, all
other data that is not framework data)
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The Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure or MSDI contains 15 spatial
framework layers. These layers are comprised of seven federally defined
"geospatial framework data layers“ (see asterisks) and seven additional
themes defined by the MLIAC. These data layers are in various states of
development and the completion, dissemination, and ongoing maintenance of
the MSDI is identified as a top priority by the entire GIS community.
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1 Unfortunate—this is expensive to create
2 All too common
3 Cover this in greater detail next
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1 Does the author have expertise in this area of data? Is your task related to
policy decisions?
We’ll talk more about data creators in a moment…
2 How often is the data updated?
2 What is the date of collection? –the “effective” date of the data. Know that
this is likely different from the publication date
2 Is it too generalized for your task. Bring in the difference between GIS data
and Survey-grade data.
2 Why was the data produced? (how accurate: map scale and how the data
was created). Reference map of wilderness areas for legislators versus using
it to plan a legal outing using a 4-wheeler.
2 Does it have the attributes and fields for your task? How do you figure that
out (attribute table and metadata)? Does it have a field you can use to join with
other tabular data? Example: 20 year history of Fire starts (lightning versus
human caused). Have points of ignition, but is the cause info present? If no,
will any info in the layer permit you to join the data to a table with the cause
data?
2 Is there a fee involved?
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Know what I mean by digitizing?
Image source: http://www.gislounge.com/understanding-scale/ (scale website
with Marina del Rey)
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Example: GIS Analyst at the Library of Congress’ Congressional Research
Office
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Author examples by type (IN GENERAL)
Know the framework layers for your state (or for the nation). 15 in MT.
Framework examples: Transportation or School Districts which are part of
Administrative boundaries
Thematic examples: Fire extents, wildlife/auto collisions, accident locations, pollution
plumes
Framework Data Exceptions:
Universities involved with Framework data:
-Geology: Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology (MBMG) at Montana Tech
-Land Use/Land Cover: MT Natural Heritage Program (University of Montana)
Thematic Data Exceptions:
Government agencies involved with thematic mapping
-DEQ: Coal mine permit boundaries
-U.S. Census: Census tracks with urbanized areas
-U.S. NFS: Inventoried Roadless areas
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What do you think I mean by Static versus Live data?
Static Data is data you download and have possession of. It won’t be updated
(remains static) until you go get another copy.
Live data is data your ArcMap project is electronically connected to with a live
data link via the internet to data stored on the author’s server. No data is
downloaded to your machine, it’s just accessed machine to machine.
Compare to downloading or printing an Independent Record webpage with list
of available apartments versus viewing that bookmarked page as needed. The
bookmarked page is always up to date, versus a printed copy of that page
FREQUENCY OF UPDATES IS CRITICAL TO KNOW. THE DATA CAN
CHANGE WITHOUT YOU KNOWING
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